It has long been recognized that height is heritable, and height has been a subject of study for at least several centuries. In the 18th century, Francis Galton first formally established that a child's height is on average strongly correlated with midparental height, with only mild regression to the mean, suggesting that genetics play a large role in height determination (*i.e.,* high heritability) ([@B1]). The genetic basis of height continues to be the subject of intense interest owing to its role as a model genetic trait because it displays a nearly prototypical bell-shaped distribution, is highly heritable, and is easily studied in large numbers: It is simple to measure accurately, and adult height is quite stable over time. Understanding the genetic architecture of height---the number of genetic variants that contribute to variation in height, their frequencies in the population, and the magnitude of each genetic variant's effect (*i.e.,* effect sizes)---can teach us lessons about how to study the genetic underpinnings of other complex genetic traits and disease. Moreover, understanding the genetics of height can illuminate the underlying biology of human growth and provide insight into disorders of growth, such as short stature.

In this review, we summarize key findings of genome-wide association studies (GWASs) for height and growth-related traits, with particular focus on the biological insights that these studies have generated. We will discuss the implications of height GWAS results for clinicians in terms of adult height prediction and understanding Mendelian growth disorders.

GWAS Overview {#s5}
=============

The common-variant, common-disease hypothesis posited that the genetic basis for common diseases and traits (such as type 2 diabetes or height) is driven at least in part by common genetic variants---those shared by many individuals in a given population ([@B2]). In keeping with this hypothesis, one can partially elucidate the genetic basis of a given trait or common disease by "genotyping" each of these common variants in a study population and testing each variant for association with the trait or disease of interest ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In GWASs, because one is performing millions of these association tests (one for each variant), a strict statistical threshold must be set to establish significance at a genome-wide level. Traditionally,*P* \< 5 × 10^−8^ has been used as this threshold because it roughly corresponds to a*P* value of 0.05 after correction for multiple testing ([@B3]). The associated variants then need to be connected to the underlying biology of the disease or trait of interest. Making this connection can be challenging because most variants highlighted by GWASs are noncoding and posited to affect levels or function of one or more nearby gene(s) that are relevant to the disease or trait.

![Design of a GWAS for height. Many individuals are collected and are measured for their height. Genotyping assays are then performed on the DNA for each individual to identify the genetic variants each individual carries. Each variant is then tested for correlation with height in the study population. Shown on the top right panel are sample box-and-whisker plots for a genetic variant that is not associated for height. As can be seen, the average height of individuals with the three different genotypes at this variant are approximately the same. On the bottom right are sample box-and-whisker plots for a genetic variant that is associated with height. Here, it can be seen that individuals who carry one or two copies of the A allele of this variant have decreased height. Note the small effect of this variant (0.5-cm reduction in height per A allele), which in reality would be a very strong effect for a GWAS-associated variant. Also, the associated variant is not deterministic, as the distributions of heights among the three genotypes are largely overlapping.](jc.2018-01126f1){#F1}

One of the implications of testing common genetic variants in a GWAS is that the effect sizes for the GWAS-associated variants are, in most cases, modest ([@B4]). Common variants in general have small effects on disease risk because of evolutionary selective pressures: If a variant had a large effect on an important biological pathway, as can be seen with the variants that cause most single-gene disorders, natural selection would strongly suppress its frequency in the population, and the variant would not become common. (There are a few notable exceptions---for example, variants that cause blood disorders are often common in malaria-endemic regions because the negative selection is balanced by the positive effects of resistance to malaria.)

The small effect sizes of GWAS-associated variants have also been misconstrued as indicating a lack of biological importance ([@B5],[@B6]). However, this is a false equivalence of effect size with biological meaning. As an illustration of the fallacy of conflating small effect size with lack of biological importance, a common genetic variant with allele frequency of 39% identified by GWASs near the gene encoding hydroxymethyl glutaryl coenzyme A reductase (*HMGCR*) raises low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol by an average of 2.45 mg/dL ([@B7]). This is a fairly small effect of the variant on LDL cholesterol and would be deemed clinically insignificant. However,*HMGCR* is critically important for LDL biology because the protein encoded by*HMGCR* is the target for statin drugs, which have tremendous effects on LDL cholesterol and coronary artery disease risk ([@B8]).

GWAS-associated variants mostly reside in noncoding regions of the genome ([@B9]). Therefore, most of these variants do not directly affect the protein structure or function but instead likely modulate the expression of a nearby gene. Because GWAS-associated variants don't lie directly in a gene and gene regulation can occur at distances of hundreds of thousands or even sometimes millions of bases, identifying the target gene for a GWAS-associated variant can be very challenging ([@B10]). Furthermore, most common variants are correlated ("in linkage disequilibrium") with many other nearby common variants, which makes the identification of the relevant variant difficult and further complicates the identification of the relevant biological mechanisms that account for associations seen in GWASs.

The small effect sizes of the GWAS variants necessitate very large sample sizes to detect statistically significant signals. Thus, most successful GWASs have many thousands and often hundreds of thousands of study individuals. Typically, with increasing sample sizes, more and more association signals will be able to be detected because of greater statistical power ([@B13]). One advantage of having more signals is that computational methods can identify commonalities across associated loci to help illuminate the underlying biology. For example, if many associated variants (more than expected by chance) are located near genes in the same biological pathway or genes expressed in the same cell type, then the GWAS results collectively implicate that biological pathway or cell type. We will revisit this concept later in the Review.

GWASs of Human Height {#s6}
=====================

GWASs for height have been some of the earliest and largest GWASs conducted to date. The large sample sizes reflect the ease with which data on height can be collected. Also, unlike studies of individual diseases, every individual in the population can contribute to a genetic study on height. Furthermore, height is often collected as part of data for other studies, and thus the genetic data from other studies can be repurposed for a GWAS of height.

The first GWAS of adult standing height was performed in 4921 individuals of European ancestry. The study identified a strongly associated genetic variant in the gene*HMGA2,* which had a previously recognized role in early developmental processes ([@B14]). Interestingly, mouse studies had demonstrated that*Hmga2* is critical for growth, as the*pygmy* mouse (which is small) carries a loss-of-function mutation in*Hmga2* ([@B15],[@B16]). Furthermore, humans with mutations of large effect in*HMGA2* have been noted to have short stature ([@B17]) or tall stature ([@B18]) depending on whether the mutation abrogates or enhances*HMGA2* expression/function. This finding of an association at*HMGA2* gave the first indication that GWASs for height could identify genes relevant for growth, including those in which mutations of larger effect could result in clinically apparent growth disorders.

The Genetic Investigation of ANthropometric Traits (GIANT) consortium was subsequently formed by research groups around the world to pool samples to conduct increasingly large GWASs for human anthropometric traits, including height. In 2010, the GIANT consortium published a GWAS of ∼180,000 individuals for height ([@B19]). The study identified 180 regions of the genome associated with height. As with other GWASs, the effect sizes of the associated variants were modest. The most strongly associated variant was near the gene*ZBTB38* with a*P* value of 3.2 × 10^−158^, but each height-increasing allele at this variant increases height by only ∼0.4 cm (that is, homozygotes for the height-increasing allele will be on average 0.8 cm taller than homozygotes for the height-decreasing allele). ZBTB38 is a regulator of gene expression, but its role in growth biology remains unknown ([@B20]).

The next round of GWASs for height by the GIANT consortium was published in 2014, with ∼250,000 samples of European ancestry ([@B21]). Remarkably, this round identified 697 independently associated variants that were distributed across 423 physical regions of the genome (loci). The number of independently associated variants is larger than the number of loci because many loci contained multiple different variants acting independently to influence height, with the presumption that many different variants can each independently affect the same gene at a locus. With the release of the UKBiobank and the continued expansion of GIANT, the total sample sizes available by 2019 will exceed 2 million, and initial analyses have already identified \>3000 independently associated variants in \>700 loci. With the discovery of a large number of associated regions, more detailed follow-up analyses could be performed connecting these genetic variants to specific tissues involved in growth, as well as biological pathways involved in growth biology ([@B21]). We will discuss the biological insights gained from these common GWAS variants in a later section of this review.

Traditional GWAS genotyping assays are very accurate for reasonably common variants (currently, GWASs can accurately assess variants with allele frequencies of ∼1% or greater, and new advances are pushing this limit closer to 0.1%). However, variants that are rarer in the population also clearly play a role ([@B22]). To better evaluate the role of rarer variants, at least those in protein-coding regions, the GIANT consortium leveraged a new genotyping platform called the exome chip to perform a genetic association study in a manner very similar to GWASs ([@B23]). The exome chip genotyping platform is specifically designed to study rare variants in the protein-coding region of genes (fairly comprehensively down to ∼0.1% allele frequency and including some variants below this limit). The study identified 83 protein-coding variants independently associated with height. These variants were all predicted to alter coding sequences of protein, so, unlike most GWAS variants, these associations are more likely to influence height by directly altering protein function. Given that the variants identified by the exome chip strongly implicate the actual genes (unlike GWAS variants, which may be quite far from the target gene), the study helped to refine the list of height-related genes and the biological processes in which these genes function. Note that because of correlation among nearby variants, it is possible that some of the coding variants are not themselves the causal variants but merely proxies for nearby noncoding causal variants. As such, even the coding variants do not always provide a "smoking gun" that can definitively implicate a specific gene, but the connections between variant and gene are certainly clearer than for GWASs. Reassuringly, there was a large overlap between the pathways implicated by coding variants and by noncoding variants. However, the coding variants discovered by the exome chip tended to more strongly implicate pathways more directly related to skeletal biology (such as extracellular matrix), whereas the noncoding, more common variants seen in GWASs more strongly highlighted earlier global developmental processes (such as transcription factor binding/chromatin regulation and embryonic growth). This suggests a hypothesis that variants that affect global developmental processes can influence height if they have tissue-specific effects on gene regulation, whereas coding variants may be found more often in genes whose function or expression is specific to growth plate chondrocytes or other cell types specific related to height. Furthermore, because the exome chip assays rarer variants, some of the associated variants have larger effects on height. For example, a variant in*AR* (encoding the androgen receptor) on the X chromosome is present at an allele frequency of 0.21%, and men who carry the rare, height-decreasing allele at this variant are on average 2 cm shorter than men who carry the more common allele.

Although most individuals studied by the GIANT consortium have been of European ancestry, other efforts have focused primarily on individuals of non-European ancestry, including East Asian-- and African-derived populations ([@B24],[@B25]). Some genetic variants are more frequent or even unique to these populations, which has led to the discovery of additional association signals not seen in studies of European-derived populations. For example, in a GWAS of ∼94,000 East Asian individuals, He*et al.* ([@B24]) identified 98 regions of the genome associated with height. Eighty-one of these had also been seen in Europeans ([@B19]), and the remainder were uniquely seen in Asians because the associated variant was very rare in Europeans. Thus, most GWAS associations are shared across populations, and the population-specific associations tend to arise from differences in allele frequencies rather than differences in biology. These results suggest that the genetic and especially the biological regulation of height are similar across the world.

A key insight from GWASs of height is that height is highly polygenic, meaning that literally thousands of genetic variants operate in a single individual to collectively influence height. Recent studies have even suggested that perhaps every gene expressed in a height-related tissue can be influenced by genetic variation and (at least slightly) affect height ([@B26]), although it remains to be seen how many genes are actually implicated. Indeed, as sample sizes get larger, the number of variants is increasing much more quickly than the number of loci, suggesting that a limited (but still sizable) number of genes is affected by many variants associated with height. Although each of these variants makes a small contribution to height, in aggregate they can explain a substantial portion of an individual's height, as will be discussed later. This polygenic architecture represents a substantial departure from the traditional Mendelian model of genetics, where, in any one person, mutations in a single gene are the main determinant of that person's phenotype. However, the GWAS results are completely consistent with the polygenic model proposed for height by Fisher in 1918 ([@B27]).

Illumination of Height-Relevant Tissues and Biological Pathways {#s7}
===============================================================

Genetic studies offer an unbiased window into the underlying biology of a disease or trait in humans. By uncovering the genes and variants associated with a trait such as height, we can then search for tissues, cell types, genes, and biological pathways that are influenced by these variants. There are many approaches for performing these analyses; here, we outline how three broad approaches of leveraging height GWAS data have helped uncover biological pathways and tissues involved in growth.

The first approach is to scrutinize, as a group, the genes that are near the GWAS-associated variants. This group of genes can be tested for enrichment in previously established pathways or examined for connections or commonalities between these genes ([@B28]). Using this general approach, studies have shown that genes at GWAS-associated regions show enrichment for signaling pathways with relevance to growth ([@B19],[@B21],[@B23]). For example, GWASs have shown strong enrichment for pathways such as the transforming growth factor*β* or Hedgehog signaling pathways, which have been previously implicated in growth and growth plate development ([@B21],[@B31],[@B32]). As another example, there are GWAS associations at many major components of the growth hormone axis, including associations at genes encoding*GH1* (growth hormone),*GHR* (growth hormone receptor),*IGF1* (IGF-1), and*IGF1R* (IGF-1 receptor) ([@B19],[@B21],[@B23],[@B24],[@B33]).

The second approach leverages the observation that most GWAS-associated variants are noncoding and not within the genes themselves but reside in regulatory regions of the genome ([@B9]). Because of their noncoding regulatory nature, they are likely to be found in regulatory elements in the genome. Thus, we can examine GWAS-associated variants for their enrichment in regulatory elements specific to tissues of interest. These elements can be profiled by using technologies such as chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing or Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin using sequencing ([@B34],[@B35]). For example, Guo*et al.* ([@B36]) performed the latter test on embryonic murine femoral growth plates to identify growth plate regulatory regions. They identified a strong enrichment of GWAS-associated variants that overlap these regulatory regions specifically in growth plates. Using CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing in human chondrocyte cell lines, they were able to show that one of these regulatory regions that overlaps a GWAS-associated variant regulates expression of*CHSY1,* a gene previously implicated in skeletal growth and in growth disorders ([@B36]). Bernstein*et al.* ([@B34]) and Trynka*et al*. ([@B40]) overlapped height GWAS data with publicly available epigenetic data from the ENCODE project. The study identified a strong enrichment of GWAS-associated variants in DNaseI hypersensitivity sites (which reflect regulatory elements) in human embryonic stem cells, suggesting that many GWAS-associated genes act at early stages of tissue or fetal development.

The third approach leverages the hypothesis that GWAS-associated variants likely influence expression of genes that are expressed in relevant tissues ([@B11],[@B41]). This is different from the epigenetics-oriented approach, which focuses on the annotations of elements containing the associated variants themselves, and instead focuses on the tissue expression patterns of the nearby genes. The expression patterns of genes differ across tissues but have been profiled extensively using technologies such as RNA-sequencing and microarrays. To demonstrate the specific enrichment of GWAS associations in tissues relevant for height, Lui*et al.* ([@B42]) performed gene expression profiling in dissected murine growth plates. They looked for genes that were spatially or temporally regulated within the growth plate, presuming that those genes are critical for chondrocyte development, a key regulatory process in growth ([@B31]). They found a strong enrichment of height GWAS-associated variants near genes that are differentially expressed at the growth plate. Wood*et al.* ([@B21]) and Pers*et al*. ([@B30]) took a more comprehensive approach by examining enrichment of genes near height GWAS-associated variants in gene expression profiles of tissues generated across all publicly available gene expression data. Using results from the latest GWAS for height in ∼250,000 individuals, the study was able to prioritize height-relevant tissues, such as cartilage, joint capsule, and synovial membrane, and cell types, such as chondrocytes and mesenchymal stem cells.

GWASs can also help uncover unexpected pathways involved in growth. For example, the exome chip study identified two rare coding variants in the gene*STC2* that increase height, an effect validated by using biological assays of STC2 function ([@B23]). STC2 is known to bind and inhibit the proteinase pregnancy-associated plasma protein A (PAPP-A), which cleaves and reduces bioactive levels of IGF--binding protein 4 (IGFBP-4) ([@B43]). The rare variants in*STC2* decreased its function, causing a lack of inhibition of PAPP-A, which would presumably lead to increased cleavage of IGFBP-4. Lower levels of intact IGFBP-4 should lead to elevations in free IGF-1 and thus increased stature. Intriguingly,*PAPPA* and*IGFBP4* have both been associated with height by GWASs ([@B21]). Moreover, rare mutations in*PAPPA2* cause short stature ([@B44]). These results highlight how multiple lines of genetic evidence can converge and help implicate new biological pathways in growth. More detailed analyses in the future will likely uncover additional unappreciated pathways involved in human growth.

In addition, there are very likely tissues and pathways involved in growth that are currently poorly captured in terms of curated gene sets, gene expression signatures, or noncoding regulatory profiles. For example, some neuroendocrine tissues, such as the hypothalamus, are not captured as well in these datasets and have not been extensively tested for enrichment with GWAS association results. Undoubtedly, at least some genes expressed in these tissues play a role. For example,*GH1* encodes growth hormone, is expressed in the pituitary, and, of course plays a prominent role in growth ([@B33]). There is a strong GWAS signal at*GH1* ([@B19]), but current methods do not highlight the pituitary as a relevant tissue, perhaps because more of the relevant genetic variation affects genes acting in the growth plate. With ever-increasing numbers of loci, curated gene sets, gene expression profiles, epigenetic datasets, and improvement in current computational algorithms, additional tissues enriched for GWAS associations and greater refinement of these tissues will likely be uncovered.

Insights Into Mendelian Growth Disorders {#s8}
========================================

In contrast to GWAS associations, Mendelian growth disorders are typically caused by rare genetic variants in a single gene, usually coding, that have very large effects on stature. The genes at GWAS-associated regions are enriched for genes known to cause human growth disorders and skeletal dysplasias ([@B19],[@B21]), including*ACAN* ([@B45],[@B46]),*NPR2* ([@B47]), and*IGF1R* ([@B33]), among many others. Given that it is often unclear which is the target gene for a GWAS-associated variant, the presence of a Mendelian growth disorder gene at a GWAS-associated region can often help assign a target gene to a GWAS-associated variant. Conversely, the presence of a GWAS association for height can provide additional evidence to support a candidate Mendelian growth disorder gene. For example, using computational methods, Wood*et al.* ([@B21]) and Pers*et al*. ([@B30]) were able to nominate*CHSY1* as a gene that likely influences height because there were several GWAS-associated variants nearby. Mutations in*CHSY1* have been found to cause Temtamy preaxial brachydactyly syndrome, which has growth retardation as a key clinical feature ([@B39],[@B48]).

The overlap in regions highlighted by GWASs and Mendelian genetics illustrates an important aspect of the genetic architecture of height: The same genes can be subject to genetic variants of varying effect size and frequency in the population. A GWAS is designed to highlight common variants, which (because they are common) have only small effects on gene expression/function and ultimately height. On the opposite end of the spectrum, individuals with disorders of growth may harbor highly disruptive mutations in the same genes implicated by GWASs. As an example of this concept, at the chromosome 2q35 locus, a common variant (allele frequency ∼10%) ∼10,000 bases away from the*IHH* gene alters height by 0.041 SD (∼0.29 cm) per allele ([@B19]) ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). From the exome chip rare variant association study ([@B23]), a separate rare missense variant (rs142036701) in*IHH*, present in 0.2% of people, decreases height by 0.294 SD (2.09 cm). At the extreme, individuals with the rare syndrome of acrocapitofemoral dysplasia carry private, highly deleterious mutations in*IHH* and have statures 2.3 to 8.6 SDs below the mean ([@B49],[@B50]).*IHH* encodes Indian Hedgehog, a signaling protein with critical roles in chondrocyte development in the growth plate ([@B51]). This spectrum of variants and effects on height also reinforces the point that although GWAS variants have small effects on phenotype, the genes targeted by the GWAS variant can have very large biological effects.

![A spectrum of genetic variation at*IHH* influences height. On the top is the*IHH* gene, which produces abundant amounts of normally functioning protein (blue dots). The plot in the middle shows the relationship between frequency of variants and effects on height. The red dot in the plot shows an extremely rare variant that causes acrocapitofemoral dysplasia and leads to a 2.3- to 8.6-SD reduction in height. As shown on the bottom left, this mutation leads to a truncated protein with very low expression. The yellow dot in the plot shows a rare variant detected in the rare variant GWAS that has a frequency of approximately 0.2% and causes a 0.294-SD reduction in height. As shown in the bottom middle, this variant alters the protein sequence of*IHH* and results in a protein with slightly different functional properties. The green dot in the plot shows a common GWAS variant with frequency of 10%, which leads to a 0.041-SD reduction in height. As shown on the bottom right, this variant is in a regulatory region (not within the*IHH* gene itself) and influences expression of*IHH*.](jc.2018-01126f2){#F2}

Insights Into Shared Biology With Other Diseases {#s9}
================================================

GWASs also allow us to probe what other traits and diseases might share a genetic basis with human growth. This could provide insight into how the mechanisms of human growth overlap with the underlying mechanisms of other diseases.

One interesting study evaluated the genetic overlap between height and coronary artery disease (CAD) ([@B52]). It had been observed that shorter individuals have higher CAD risk ([@B53],[@B54]), but it was not understood whether there was a genetic basis for this observation. The authors used the 180 GWAS signals from Lango Allen*et al.* ([@B19]) and evaluated the effect of these height GWAS-associated variants on CAD risk. The study did indeed find that height GWAS-associated variants in aggregate could influence CAD risk ([@B52]). On the basis of statistical analyses, pathways such as transforming growth factor*β* and IGF-1 signaling were proposed to underlie this influence of height GWAS-associated variants on CAD risk. The authors proposed that height GWAS variants might influence biological processes that also play a role in atherosclerosis development, resulting in this unexpected shared genetic basis between height and CAD.

Another method, called linkage disequilibrium score regression, allows geneticists to evaluate the proportion of the genetic basis shared by any two traits or diseases (*i.e.,* cross trait heritability) ([@B55]). The authors applied this method across hundreds of traits and diseases, including height, and calculated measurements of genetic correlations between each pair of traits or diseases. The method detected expected genetic correlations of height with such traits as the timing of puberty and birthweight, but also with unexpected traits, such as educational attainment and cholesterol levels ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Because more GWASs are being performed with ever-increasing sample sizes and power, these methods should allow for detection of many more genetic overlaps between height and other traits and diseases.

![Cross-trait genetic correlations between adult height and selected (all*P* \< 0.001) additional traits and diseases. GWAS data from Lango Allen*et al.* ([@B19]) used for height. The*y*-axis shows the --log10(*p*-value) for each correlation. All results downloaded from LD Hub (<http://ldsc.broadinstitute.org/>).](jc.2018-01126f3){#F3}

These studies highlight how little we still know about the underlying basis of height and human growth and how the biological mechanisms of growth are shared by other traits and diseases. By better cataloging the genetic basis of height and performing biological and functional follow-up to better understand the mechanisms of action of the height-associated variants, we will be able to generate insights into how the mechanisms of human growth also influence a wide range of other traits and diseases of medical importance.

GWASs for Other Growth-Related Traits {#s10}
=====================================

Many large GWASs have been conducted for adult height; however, given the availability of large sample sizes, other efforts have studied additional aspects of human growth. Chan*et al.* ([@B56]) examined sitting height ratio (SHR; the ratio of upper body to lower body length). Although standing height reflects the cumulative effects of limb length and spine/head length, SHR distinguishes between these components of standing height, and studying the genetics of SHR can identify genes important for limb growth vs axial skeleton growth. This study uncovered six regions of the genome that are statistically significantly associated with SHR. Moreover, of the 180 height GWAS associations from Lango Allen*et al.* ([@B19]), 130 were at least nominally associated (*P* \< 0.05) with SHR. Some of these standing height GWAS associations increase SHR, whereas others decrease SHR, suggesting that different standing height--associated variants preferentially affect limb length vs spine/head length. Interestingly, computational pathway analyses revealed that genes near height GWAS-associated variants that also influence SHR are enriched for expression in bone, cartilage, and growth plate. In contrast, genes near height GWAS associations that do not influence SHR are enriched for embryonic developmental pathways.

Another growth-related trait that has been widely studied is birth weight. The most recent GWAS for birthweight, conducted by the Early Growth Genetics consortium in ∼150,000 individuals, identified 60 associated regions of the genome ([@B57]). The study uncovered overlap with adult height, but intriguingly, the study also found a shared genetic basis for birth weight with type 2 diabetes risk, adult systolic blood pressure, and CAD risk. This may suggest that some of the biological mechanisms underlying prenatal growth might also influence risk for adult diseases.

Predicting Height {#s11}
=================

An important concern for many families is predicting the adult height of their children. Given the influence of genetics on height, it would appear that genetic profiling of patients would offer an ideal approach for predicting adult height. Here, we review what GWASs have informed us about how effective genetics may be for the prediction of height.

The heritability of height, or the proportion of variation in height in the population that can be attributed to genetic variation, is estimated to be 60% to 80%, making it one of the more heritable traits ([@B58]). However, using the results of the GWAS of 250,000 samples and ∼700 regions of the genome independently associated with height, we are able to explain only 17% of the total variation in height ([@B21]). Sophisticated genetic studies have demonstrated that common genetic variants explain much of the heritability of height, and variants that are too rare to be detected by GWAS are likely to contribute less to the proportion of variance in height explained by genetics, at least in the population of individuals with heights close to the normal range ([@B60]). GWASs with larger sample sizes and improved power will likely detect some of these additional height-associated variants and increase the proportion of variation in height that can be explained ([@B23]).

Chan*et al.* ([@B61]) sought to empirically evaluate how well GWAS variants could explain height. The study used the 180 height-associated GWAS variants from Lango Allen*et al.* ([@B19]) and examined the height predictions in very tall and very short individuals (the top and bottom 1.5th percentile of individuals) from an independent cohort. The study found that the height estimated by using genetic markers was directionally concordant with the actual height. That is, individuals who are tall had on average higher genetically predicted height. Interestingly, the genetic predictions did not perform as well for very short individuals. The authors suggested that on the short extremes of height, individuals may have short stature because of rare variants of larger effect (perhaps as Mendelian genetic causes of short stature) that are not captured well by the GWAS, or perhaps from other nongenetic causes.

To illustrate the limitations of current GWAS results for predicting height, we show the CIs of height predictions using genetics (modeled for a European-ancestry population, where to date the largest studies have been performed) ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Using only a child's sex, we can predict height with a 95% CI of approximately ±13.9 cm. Leveraging all of the current GWAS results, which collectively explain 17% of variation in height ([@B21]), we can narrow the 95% CI of our prediction to ±12.7 cm. Thus, even with extensive information about a child's genetics, current technologies do not provide much additional benefit in predictions of adult height on a population level, especially if the parental heights are known. In an ideal world where the genetic associations can explain fully the 80% of variation in height ([@B58]), we would be able to narrow this 95% CI to ±6.2 cm. However, future GWAS results may confer increasing predictive power, especially for individuals at the extremes of GWAS-predicted heights. Additionally, individuals whose GWAS-predicted height is discordant from their actual height might be more likely to have an undiagnosed underlying growth disorder or chronic disease.

![Efficacy of genetic data for the prediction of height. Displayed are the width of the 95% CI for height predictions if no genetics are taken into account, all current GWAS-associated variants (combining to explain 17% of variation) are used, or in an ideal setting where all of variants that influence height are known (combining to explain 80% of variation) and used to predict height. Calculations are based on an average height of 177 cm with an SD of 7.1 cm for men of European ancestry. The black bars are for an individual with an average predicted height (177 cm). The blue bars are for an individual whose predicted height is 2 SDs above the mean (191.2 cm). The red bars are for an individual whose predicted height is 1 SD below the mean (169.9 cm).](jc.2018-01126f4){#F4}

An important distinction must be made here. Although in the general population, common variants detected by GWAS are the primary contributors to variation in height, this does not preclude a role of rare variants in an individual. Individuals with extreme heights or those with additional features, such as skeletal anomalies of other congenital malformations, are more likely to have abnormal stature as a result of a severe mutation causing a growth disorder ([@B62]). In these individuals, technologies such as whole exome or genome sequencing may uncover mutations in genes that cause these growth disorders, with an appreciable diagnostic yield ([@B63],[@B64]). However, the role of these technologies in individuals with extreme stature but without any syndromic features has not been rigorously and systematically explored.

Future Perspectives {#s12}
===================

Over the past decade, GWASs for height have been highly successful in identifying regions in the genome relevant for growth. They have generated remarkable biological insights, such as implicating the previously underappreciated*STC2/PAPPA/IGFBP4* pathway. We have also learned about the genetic architecture of height and found that it is incredibly complex: Many thousands of genetic variants each influence height by just a small amount, but when combined, they generate the remarkable normal variation we observe in height, providing a clear model for how polygenic factors combine to regulate a human phenotype. Intriguing genetic overlaps between height and seemingly unrelated traits, such as CAD and educational attainment, have also been found.

There are many continued efforts to perform GWASs for height, in both European populations and other ethnic groups. The sample sizes in these efforts are ever-increasing in size and will likely identify many additional regions of the genome that influence height ([@B26]). Additional efforts will also focus on rarer variants, which as demonstrated by Marouli*et al.* ([@B23]) can help directly implicate causal genes because the associated variants are in the coding regions of the genes themselves. With these additional GWAS discoveries, we will likely be able to explain increasing proportions of the observed variation in height ([@B60]).

Improved predictive power of GWAS variants could in the near future make the application of GWAS data a useful clinical tool, as has been recently demonstrated with other diseases or traits, such as CAD ([@B65]). With improved predictive power, adding a child's genetic information to parental heights and clinical information may improve the accuracy of predictions of adult height and could perhaps provide opportunities to identify those who may benefit from therapeutic intervention. Genomically predicted height could also assist in the evaluation of children presenting to the clinic with disorders of growth. For example, if a child with short stature has a genomically predicted height that is average or tall, this might suggest an underlying chronic disease that is impairing growth, or a rare genetic cause of short stature. In such a case, the patient would be a better candidate for more intensive clinical evaluation that could eventually include whole exome or genome sequencing. By contrast, if the genomically predicted height is short and thus consistent with the child's short stature, additional evaluation might be of lower yield because the short stature can be explained by the child's complement of naturally occurring common genetic variants. Testing whether incorporation of GWAS findings in the clinic is a useful tool represents an important area of future investigation.

An important but more distant clinical application of GWAS findings is the discovery of new therapeutics for growth disorders. GWASs for height have clearly identified genes, tissues, and pathways that influence growth. Many of these genes might serve as prime therapeutic targets ([@B66]). GWAS findings are already yielding dividends in the treatment of other Mendelian conditions, such as sickle cell anemia ([@B67]) and familial hypercholesterolemia ([@B68]). Whether similar success stories for growth disorders will emerge from GWASs for height remains to be seen.

Another major area of future investigation will be biological interrogation of height-associated genes. Functional follow-up of GWAS findings is challenging, especially for a phenotype such as height. Although overall tissue enrichments can be inferred as described above, the tissue implicated for each locus may still not be apparent. Because of the noncoding nature of GWAS variants, the causal gene for each locus may also be quite far from the GWAS-associated variants and thus difficult to discern ([@B11],[@B12]). Growth is also a difficult phenotype to study functionally because many aspects of growth are not cell-autonomous, often necessitating expensive and time-consuming model organism studies, and robust and tractable*in vitro* models of the growth plate are not yet readily available. Despite these challenges, functional studies of height GWAS loci are beginning to yield dividends. For example, recent work using transgenic mouse lines and CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing showed how regulatory regions influence expression of the gene*GDF5* and thereby affect growth plate development and ultimately height ([@B69]). Future work leveraging technologies such as CRISPR/Cas9, as well as improved gene expression and epigenetic profiles, will help scientists translate GWAS findings into**novel** biological insights into human growth and development. These insights into the biology of growth could play an important role in the translation of genetic findings into therapies for disorders of growth.
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